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Fed up with being lectured by your walking guide books?  Are you bored with

being treated like a head-down hiker from the 1950s?  Then Halsgrove’s  ‘Boot

Up’ series of walking guides is for you – simple, straightforward and modern and

with all the important information: where to park, where to go, where to take the

kids and where’s the pub! Rodney Legg provides all the answers in ten walks,

packed with colour photographs, along Dorset’s unique World-Heritage Jurassic

Coast

The ten circular walks, ranging from 5 to 8 miles, suit the needs of families,

groups of friends or individuals looking for a gentle stroll or a longer walk, and

reflect the many varied facets of the area – its people, its history, and its working

landscape and will help first time visitors to experience some of the great scenery

the area has to offer. Many of the walks feature a pub along the route.  The walks

centre on Lyme Regis; Golden Cap; Burton Bradstock; Abbotsbury; Portland; Ring-

stead; Lulworth; Tyneham; Worth Matravers and Studland.

Halsgrove’s new-format guidebook, containing maps, photographs and useful in-

formation will ensure a great walking experience. Packed with colour, the book is

an ideal reminder of a visit to the area.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rodney Legg was a prolific author and historian who published
hundreds of country walks. Nationally he was active in the environ-
mental movement having been chairman of the Open Spaces Society
and was a member of the ruling council of the National Trust from 1990–
2009.
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Example of a double-page spread.
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Below: The Cobb at Lyme
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